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KEY=GUITAR - LIVIA HADASSAH
FIRST 50 JAZZ STANDARDS YOU SHOULD PLAY ON GUITAR
Hal Leonard Corporation (Guitar Collection). If you're new to jazz guitar, you are probably eager to learn some songs. This
book provides chord-melody style arrangements in standard notation and tab for the most popular songs jazz
guitarists like to play. This accessible collection of must-know jazz hits include: All the Things You Are * Body and Soul
* Don't Get Around Much Anymore * Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema)
* I Got Rhythm * Laura * Misty * Night and Day * Satin Doll * Summertime * When I Fall in Love * and more.

JAZZ STANDARDS FOR EASY GUITAR
Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation Presents arranged music for sixty classic jazz songs, including "Georgia on My Mind,"
"Satin Doll," and "Tenderly."

A ROCK GUITARIST'S GATE WAY TO JAZZ
PLAY JAZZ WITH JUST SIX CHORDS
This study shows rock and folk guitarist's how to make the most useful jazz chords and jazz progressions in the easiest
way possible without reading music.
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THE GREATEST ROCK GUITAR FAKE BOOK (SONGBOOK)
Hal Leonard Corporation (Fake Book). This is the ultimate rock guitar collection! It features 200 classic and contemporary
hits with melody, lyrics and chord frames, plus authentically transcribed guitar parts in notes and tablature! Songs
include: All Day and All of the Night * American Woman * Angie * Another One Bites the Dust * Ballroom Blitz * Bang a
Gong (Get It On) * Black Hole Sun * Blue on Black * Carry On Wayward Son * Centerfold * Change the World * Come Out
and Play * Crazy Train * Cult of Personality * Don't Fear the Reaper * Double Vision * Dream On * Dust in the Wind *
Every Breath You Take * The Freshmen * Give Me One Reason * Gloria * Heartache Tonight * Hey Joe * The House Is
Rockin' * I Feel Fine * Iris * Iron Man * Layla * Learning to Fly * Little Sister * Money * My Generation * Nights in White
Satin * Owner of a Lonely Heart * Paranoid * Patience * Piece of My Heart * Pride and Joy * Push * Revolution *
Rhiannon * Roxanne * Semi-Charmed Life * Smoke on the Water * Something to Talk About * Suﬀragette City * Sultans
of Swing * Susie Q * These Eyes * Twist and Shout * Two Princes * Welcome to the Jungle * Woman from Tokyo *
Wonderwall * You Got It * more!

COMPLETE JAZZ GUITAR METHOD: BEGINNING JAZZ GUITAR
Alfred Music Publishing Anyone with a knowledge of basic chords and guitar scale ﬁngerings can dig right in and start
learning to play jazz right away. Spanning from the major scale and basic triad theory all the way up to extended
chords and the modes, this book features a full-length etude or song to go with every new concept introduced.
Beginning Jazz Guitar breaks the age-old tradition of dry, intimidating and confusing jazz books, and provides an actual
step-by-step and enjoyable method for learning to play in this style. Clearly organized into easily mastered segments,
each chapter is divided into separate lessons on harmony or improvisation. All music is shown in standard notation and
TAB, and the CD demonstrates the examples in the book. 96 pages.

COMPLETE JAZZ GUITAR METHOD: INTERMEDIATE JAZZ GUITAR
LEARN HOW TO PLAY JAZZ GUITAR
Alfred Music This book is great for guitarists who have learned the basics of jazz harmony and improvisation. Topics
include the ii-V-I progression, creating solo lines, altered chord formulas, and comping in diﬀerent jazz feels such as
Latin, swing, ballad, and even funk. Continuing in the format of Beginning Jazz Guitar, every new concept is
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accompanied by etudes and songs for practice, and every chapter is clearly divided into lessons on harmony and
improvisation. Packed with literally hundreds of chord voicings and improv ideas, this book is a must for any serious
student of jazz guitar. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB.

JAZZ GUITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS
TEACH YOURSELF HOW TO PLAY GUITAR (FREE AUDIO AVAILABLE)
LearnToPlayMusic.com Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy jazz guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes with
online access to free audio demonstrating all examples. Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along
with the backing band.*** "Many jazz guitar books are quite diﬃcult right oﬀ the bat. This book gets you playing and
enjoying rather quickly. This book may not synchronize well with more advanced books but it will have you playing and
enjoying and increase your conﬁdence so that you can move on." - Daniel Becker, Montauk NY [Amazon] Progressive
Jazz Guitar contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great jazz guitar player - in one easy-to-follow,
lesson-by-lesson jazz guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of guitars. Basic knowledge of how to read
music and playing the guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How
to play jazz guitar chords for beginners, jazz blues chord progressions and turnarounds, plus comping i.e., four to the
bar rhythm guitar strumming patterns • Guitar theory for learning how to read guitar music • Jazz guitar tips and
guitar tricks that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the
most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the guitar today. Features
include: • Progressive step-by-step easy guitar lessons written by a professional jazz guitar teacher • Full color photos
and diagrams • Easy-to-read jazz guitar music for beginners and easy jazz guitar chords for beginners • Guitar chord
diagrams containing chord shapes for all important jazz guitar chords • 55 jazz guitar exercises, jazz guitar chord
progressions and popular easy jazz guitar music for beginners Beginner guitar lessons have never been this easy for
anyone who wants to learn how to play the guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's jazz guitar lessons for beginners are
used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of
professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We
oﬀer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover many diﬀerent instruments and styles in print, eBook and
app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education resources.
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MODERN JAZZ GUITAR CHORD CONCEPTS
MASTER ADVANCED JAZZ CHORD VOICINGS & SUBSTITUTIONS FOR CONTEMPORARY GUITAR
WWW.Fundamental-Changes.com Master Advanced Modern Jazz Guitar Chords with this Creative Method "Every book I've
seen from Tim Pettingale is so well done. Lots of wonderful information and always very clearly delivered." -MIKE
STERN "This is the kind of book I've wanted to see for a long time. I strongly recommend it - it's excellent!" -ULF
WAKENIUS In recent years, players like Kurt Rosenwinkel, Julian Lage and Jonathan Kreisberg have taken jazz guitar
chord playing into new sonic territory - but until now, there has been no clear roadmap to help you develop these
skills... If you've ever been puzzled by the advanced chord structures used in modern jazz guitar - how to play them, or
where to use them - Modern Jazz Guitar Chord Concepts is your comprehensive guide. It's a creative method that gets
you playing real music from page one, anywhere on the neck. An easy-to-follow guide to contemporary jazz guitar
chords Modern Jazz Guitar Chord Concepts guides you through the most useful altered and extended major, minor and
dominant chord structures while teaching you multiple voicings for each that can be used in actual musical situations.
You'll learn how play and apply... Major 7#11, Major 7#5 and Major 7b5 chords Major 11s and 13s Minor 6/9, minor b6
and minor 11b9s Every type of altered dominant chord ... and learn how they work together to create great music.
Master jazz guitar chords anywhere on the fretboard You'll also discover how to get unlimited mileage from a single
chord shape by using it in diﬀerent situations to create unique jazz chord voicings. Discover: How to visualize and play
chords anywhere on the neck using a simple mapping technique How to reorder intervals to create fresh sounding
voicings How to use voice leading ideas to connect chords together into beautiful phrases Learn advanced jazz chords
and substitutions musically Every single chord in this book is taught in the context of a common chord progression.
You'll begin by learning each new jazz voicing in the context of a ii V I progression before quickly applying it to dozens
of must-know jazz standard tunes. You'll also learn some of the most sophisticated substitution ideas used in modern
jazz harmony and discover some incredible chord substitution concepts.

SOLO JAZZ GUITAR STANDARDS
16 SONGS EXPERTLY ARRANGED IN CHORD-MELODY STYLE AS POPULARIZED ON YOUTUBE!
Hal Leonard Corporation (Guitar Solo). Jazz guitarist Matt Otten, who has over 23,000 subscribers on his YouTube page
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which includes hundreds of video lessons, has authored this book featuring 16 jazz guitar selections in standard
notation and tab. Songs include: Beautiful Love * Comecar De Novo * Days of Wine and Roses * Dolphin Dance * Estate
* How Insensitive (Insensatez) * In Love in Vain * Laurie * Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?) * My Foolish Heart * My
Funny Valentine * My One and Only Love * My Romance * Nature Boy * Never Let Me Go * You Must Believe in Spring.

JUSTIN GUITAR - NOTE READING FOR GUITARISTS
Music Sales (Music Sales America). This book has been specially created for any guitarist who wants to learn note
reading, be they beginners or more advanced players who have neglected this part of their musicianship. It starts with
the very basics of written music and progressively introduces notes on each string one at a time until all notes in the
"open position" (ﬁrst ﬁve frets) of the guitar have been mastered, and up to 8th note rhythm subdivisions have been
learned and applied. Also covered are sharps, ﬂats, key signatures, accidentals, repeats and more. Each step includes
practical exercises, handy tips and tricks and a simple repertoire for students to put their reading skills into practice.
Spiral open so it lays ﬂat no matter what page you're on.

JAZZ GUITAR CHRISTMAS
Alfred Music Publishing From Jody Fisher, the author of the best-selling Complete Jazz Guitar Method, comes this
beautifully arranged collection of 11 Christmas favorites in both standard music notation and TAB. The book features
both easy and challenging versions of each piece and includes chord changes for improvisation. Good for both pick and
ﬁngerstyle players.

EASY JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS
Mel Bay Publications This book covers the basics of the middle-of-the-road swing and bebop-era jazz guitar style.
Includes traditional tunes, exercises, and original pieces by seasoned jazz instructor and author Alan de Mause, plus an
audio CD with 16 tracks that parallel the book's content. Written in standard notation and tablature, this modest 24page book is particularly strong in introducing jazz rhythms and phrasing. the author addresses accents, guitar
technique, and the concepts of swing, form, dynamics, and improvisation in an easily understood fashion. Frequent,
elaborate performance notes and the recorded examples make this book/CD set of particular interest to the beginning
jazz guitarist.
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MODERN JAZZ GUITAR CONCEPTS
WWW.Fundamental-Changes.com Learn modern jazz guitar and theory with virtuoso Jens Larsen

JAZZ LEAD GUITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS
TEACH YOURSELF HOW TO PLAY GUITAR (FREE AUDIO AVAILABLE)
LearnToPlayMusic.com Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy jazz lead guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes
with online access to free audio demonstrating all examples. Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play
along with the backing band.*** “Developing that Jazz guitar sound is easy with this book and some practice. I would
recommend it to any guitarist.” - Thom Richards, WI Progressive Jazz Lead Guitar Method contains all you need to
know to start learning to be a great jazz lead guitar player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson jazz lead guitar
tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of guitars including electric guitar and acoustic guitar. Basic knowledge of
how to read music and playing guitar is recommended but not required to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from
this book. Teach yourself: • How to play jazz guitar notes, jazz guitar scales and modes used in jazz lead guitar solos •
All the fundamental techniques of jazz lead guitar playing including playing arpeggios • Guitar theory for learning how
to read guitar music for beginners and how to read guitar tabs for beginners • How to tune a guitar with a tuner • Jazz
lead guitar tips and guitar tricks that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn
guitar fast by getting the most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the
guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy beginners guitar lessons written by a professional jazz
guitar teacher • Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read jazz guitar music for beginners and easy jazz guitar tabs
for beginners with chords for accompaniment • 124 jazz lead guitar exercises using guitar chord progressions, jazz
guitar solos and popular easy jazz guitar music for beginners • Jam along band backing tracks for practicing your jazz
lead guitar improvisation Beginner guitar lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play
the guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's jazz lead guitar lessons for beginners are used by students and guitar
teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and
musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We oﬀer a huge selection of music instruction
books that cover many diﬀerent instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality
Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard
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for quality music education resources.

FIRST 50 JAZZ STANDARDS YOU SHOULD PLAY ON PIANO
Hal Leonard Corporation (Easy Piano Songbook). Do you feel you've learned enough piano skills to take on some jazz
tunes? This book is designed to let beginners dive into jazz standards with success. The arrangements, although easy,
are full enough to make you sound great. Lyrics are also included. This collection features 50 of the best jazz standards
ever, including: All the Things You Are * Autumn in New York * Body and Soul * Don't Get Around Much Anymore * Fly
Me to the Moon (In Other Words) * Georgia on My Mind * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * It Could Happen
to You * Misty * My Funny Valentine * Night and Day * Satin Doll * Speak Low * Summertime * The Way You Look
Tonight * When I Fall in Love * You Stepped Out of a Dream * and more.

THE NEW REAL BOOK
JAZZ CLASSICS, CHOICE STANDARDS, POP-FUSION CLASSICS
Each volume contains over 150 tunes.

JAZZ GUITAR CHORDS MADE EASY
Mel Bay Publications A comprehensive 96-page, large print perfect-bound jazz chord dictionary containing essential barre
chord and rhythm chord forms. Included are chord froms ranging from major, minor and dominant 7th shapes to
extensions such as minor 7b5, augmented 11, 9#5, 13th and more!

GUITAR LESSON WORLD: THE BOOK
Guitar Lesson World

EASY JAZZ STANDARDS FOR GUITAR
JAZZ BASS GUITAR LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS

7
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TEACH YOURSELF HOW TO PLAY BASS (FREE AUDIO AVAILABLE)
LearnToPlayMusic.com Teach yourself how to play bass guitar with our easy jazz bass lessons for beginners. ***Comes
with online access to free audio demonstrating all examples. Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play
along.*** "I think it is excellent. [...] it presents Bass theory in a method that I subscribe to [...] a very useful way to
look at bass lines and solos." - ZedsDead [Harmony Central] Progressive Jazz Bass contains all you need to know to
start learning to be a great jazz bass player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson jazz bass tutorial. Suitable for all
ages and all types of basses including precision bass and jazz bass. Basic knowledge of how to read music and playing
the bass is required to teach yourself to learn to play bass from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play intervals,
chord arpeggios and extensions, inversions, turnarounds, jazz and jazz blues progressions, scales and runs • All the
fundamental techniques of jazz bass playing • Bass theory for learning how to read bass music for beginners and how
to read bass tabs for beginners • Jazz bass tips and bass tricks that every player should know when learning bass •
Shortcuts for how to learn bass fast by getting the most from bass practice sessions Contains everything you need to
know to learn to play the bass today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy beginners bass lessons written
by a professional jazz bass teacher • Full color diagrams • Easy-to-read jazz bass music for beginners and jazz bass
tabs for beginners with jazz chord symbols for accompaniment • 73 jazz bass exercises, jazz bass progressions, jazz
bass solos and popular easy jazz bass music for beginners Beginner bass lessons have never been this easy for anyone
who wants to learn how to play the bass, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's jazz bass lessons for beginners are used by
students and bass teachers worldwide to learn how to play bass. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors,
composers and musicians have crafted bass lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We oﬀer a huge selection of
music instruction books that cover many diﬀerent instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded
the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set
the standard for quality music education resources.

FAST FOWARD - JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISATION
Music Sales Amer (Music Sales America). This exciting series of instrumental instruction books includes complete music
plus easy-to-follow instructions, tips and advice. The accompanying CDs allow you to listen and play along to the
matching audio tracks. These user-friendly book/CD packs provide riﬀs, licks, chords & tricks you can learn now , and
easily incorporate into your own playing style! So you want to play jazz and improvise like a real pro? This book will
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show you how, fast! First learn a few basics: the all-important scales, ﬁngering and chord sequences, starting with a
simple bossa nova solo. Then move on to arpeggios and more complex patterns such as the bebop scale. Experiment
with melodic shapes and discover the jazz-based blues progression used at most standard jazz gigs. The music
examples then demonstrate rhythmic and free-ﬂowing ideas with lots of tips on the advanced techniques used by
professional jazzers. In no time at all you will be creating your own solos in the style of such great jazz legends as Wes
Montgomery, Charlie Christian, Sonny Rollins and Jim Hall. Five complete solos are included in the book in easy-tofollow tab.

JAZZ PRACTICE IDEAS WITH YOUR REAL BOOK
USING YOUR FAKE BOOK TO EFFICIENTLY PRACTICE JAZZ IMPROVISATION, WHILE STUDYING JAZZ HARMONY,
EAR TRAINING, AND JAZZ COMPOSITION ( ~FOR BEGINNER AND INTERMEDIATE JAZZ MUSICIANS)
Fuller Street Music & Media Thirty-Six Jazz Practice Ideas to Get the Most from Your Real Book You may know about the
REAL BOOK, but what you probably don’t know is how much MUSICAL PROGRESS can be accomplished with only a
single fake book! Don’t know what to practice? Don’t want to waste valuable time? Based on years of university-level
teaching, the author of this book gives jazz musicians: Simple, focused melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic strategies on
how to use their limited practicing time more eﬃciently Easy-to-understand practice ideas for any jazz musician to
apply over any real book tunes A blueprint of improvisation tips to avoid the pitfalls of directionless practicing Here’s
the beginner/intermediate jazz strategy list you’ve never seen before: Thirty-six actionable melodic ideas, harmonic
ideas, rhythmic and metric tips, ear training exercises, and basic arranging and composition blueprints, and more… Do
you know why many young musicians fail? Why intermediate-level musicians get stuck? Do you feel like the secrets of
WHAT and HOW to practice jazz improvisation are out of your reach? Do you want to really deepen your connection to
the music you play? Sometimes jazz musicians want to get better, but don’t always know how — even with the help of
a teacher. These thirty-six jazz practice ideas cover a wide range of modern jazz improvisation strategies, presented in
clear topic chapters to provide the most eﬀective results for beginner and intermediate players. You want to know
what to practice? Any real book or fake book tune. Okay, now what? Choose one or more of these 36 actionable
practice ideas and make real progress with your musical abilities: improvisation and soloing, ear training, connecting
harmony, and more. For jazz piano, jazz guitar, jazz saxophone, jazz trumpet, jazz bass, jazz voice, jazz trombone, jazz
drums, and all other improvising instruments.
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JAZZ FOR CLASSIC GUITAR MADE EASY
Mel Bay Publications This original music for solo and duo guitar features beautiful melodies and convenient ﬁngering and
is very easy to perform. the author's comments explain how to move from classical style to jazz. the pieces, divided
into two chapters, Etudes and Pieces, are written in diﬀerent jazz styles: Swing, Bossa Nova, and Blues. Their melodies
are perfect and their harmonies reﬁned. Seven duets are included which may be played either by two guitars or by
guitar and a melody instrument. They have ﬁne melodies and are easy to perform. the ﬁrst part can be played by the
beginner. These duets can be used in teaching situations with teacher and student playing together. Written in
notation only.

CONTEMPORARY LATIN JAZZ GUITAR
A complete guide to playing Latin music on guitar

THE GUITARIST'S INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ
"This book is for guitarists who are new to jazz, but not beginners on guitar."--page 3.

EASY CHORD MELODY FOR JAZZ GUITAR
WestBow Press This book has the objective to open a window on how to understand the concepts of jazz arrangement,
its vocabulary, colours, and function in todays modern guitar playing. In my mind, it was idealized initially for those
who play the guitar by sight reading, with a deep guitar knowledge. Although after some consideration, I decided to
open the opportunity to everyone who loves this magniﬁcent and diﬃcult instrument we tenderly call the guitar. With
this in mind, I have included a set of tablature as well as the chord charts on top of the music stave for those with a
reasonable musical knowledge to more fully enjoy this book. Finally, I welcome guitarists from all styles and
backgrounds, from classical to jazz, from blues to rock, from metal to ﬂamenco so that everyone can join together in
this amazing adventure of sounds.

ACOUSTIC JAZZ GUITAR LESSON
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AN EASY INTRODUCTION TO SWING: PLAY JAZZ GUITAR
Independently Published The jazz guitar is much more diﬀerent than most other guitars, as it puts a heavy focus on
technical ability and music theory. ... Getting that jazzy sound that's so famous doesn't come from a speciﬁc guitar.
You can play a jazz sound on a regular acoustic or electric guitar if you are playing the proper chords. In each jazz
guitar lesson, you'll learn: - Chord Progressions - Arpeggios - Scales - Octaves - Guitar licks

BASIX, JAZZ GUITAR CONCEPTS
Alfred Music Publishing Learning jazz guitar is fun and easy with this unique step-by-step method. This thorough
approach to applying scales and modes to improvisation includes exercises and licks in standard music notation and
TAB, easy-to-read scale diagrams, and basic theory lessons. The CD includes performances of the exercises.

THE REAL EASY BOOK
The only fake book speciﬁcally designed for middle school or high school classroom use. It contains over 40 simple, but
classic, jazz tunes by Miles, McCoy Tyner, Sonny Rollins, etc. Each song is on a left-hand page, and all the information
that a band director would have to write out for his/her students is on the corresponding right-hand page - sample
piano voicings, bass lines, guitar diagrams, scales for soloing, etc. Saves the teacher countless hours of prep work!

JAZZ GUITAR MADE EASY
Mel Bay Publications This collection of jazz solos presents many relatively easy solos based on some of the most common
jazz standard chord progressions. Technically, many of these are not overly diﬃcult, but still will posses characteristics
that group them within the jazz tradition. Each etude is presented on the accompanying play-along CD which should be
used to hear (and copy) articulation, phrasing and other musical elements that cannot be conveyed through musical
notation. Each tune has been recorded twice, once with the guitar playing the lead lines and once without. the rhythm
section only tracks will give students the chance to play with a professional rhythm section and work on issues such as
time, groove, and feel.Check out the Free PDF Download that contains a third of the book!
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THE "REAL EASY" EAR TRAINING BOOK
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." All great musicians have one thing in common---to a great extent they know what the harmony of a
song is as they hear it. Do you? If not, here is a practical guide to get you up to speed. Written by Berklee professor
Roberta Radley, it uses contemporary music to help you see how ear training is invaluable for your own musical needs.

EASY SOLOING JAZZ GUITAR
FUN LESSONS FOR BEGINNING IMPROVISERS
Alfred Music Publishing Soloing is essential to jazz. For many musicians, it is the ultimate form of self-expression. But for
many people, it can be intimidating. Jazz musicians must spontaneously create solos over "tricky" chord progressions,
while, at the same time, communicating from the heart. This process can seem mysterious, but Easy Soloing for Jazz
Guitar shows you that it's not. This book is for musicians who already know the basics of guitar, but are looking for a
low-stress introduction to the art of jazz improvisation. This easy-to-use book includes standard music notation and
TAB and gives you the basic tools to make great, authentic-sounding jazz solos. Whether you are a beginning student
of jazz or a more advanced player new to improvised music, you'll ﬁnd what you need in this book. A CD demonstrating
the examples in this book is included.

IT'S EASY TO BLUFF... JAZZ GUITAR
Wise Publications We'd all like to say we understand jazz, but how many of us really know the diﬀerence between a Wes
Montgomery and a Joe Pass solo? Who's got the time to study all those complicated chords? Where can you actually
buy one of those little round Pork Pie hats? Never mind... It's Easy To Bluﬀ gives you all the skills you need! Learn to
play some impressive riﬀs and solos, and discover everything you need to hold your own at any jazz gig.

EASY JAZZ GUITAR
VOICINGS & COMPING
Alfred Music This book and 2 CD set, with simple comping over the standards on Jamey Aebersold's Volume 54: Maiden
Voyage, is designed for the guitarist with little or no jazz experience. Chords and voicings are explained in a manner
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that even the most novice guitarists will understand, with standard notation and guitar frames for each voicing.
Includes demo and play-along CDs. This is a perfect prerequisite for Maiden Voyage Guitar Comping, also by Mike
DiLiddo.

COMPLETE JAZZ GUITAR METHOD
Mel Bay Publications If you're getting into jazz or expanding your jazz chops, this comprehensive approach is for you.
From comping and chord voicings to single-note soloing, you will learn, step by step, the tools necessary for playing
jazz guitar. The book is easy to understand and contains hundreds of great-sounding playable examples to serve as
springboards for applying the concepts to jazz standards or your owncompositions. Whether you're into traditional jazz
or fusion, this book has it all. In notation and tablature. Online audio & video available

INTRODUCING JAZZ FOR THE ROCK GUITARIST
Alfred Music Publishing A must for improvising guitarists who play all styles, from rock to jazz. This is a thorough and
unique approach to learning and applying the scales and modes to improvisation on the guitar. Each book includes:
exercises and licks in standard music notation and tablature, examples in a variety of styles, easy-to-read scale
diagrams, lessons that teach you to solo freely throughout the range of the ﬁngerboard, chord progressions, and basic
theory lessons written clearly and simply.

JAZZ CHOPS FOR GUITAR
Alfred Music Publishing Great musical ideas need great chops to back them up. Build your ﬁnger strength, ﬂexibility and
independence with these exercise books from one of America's leading guitar schools. Jazz Chops covers the ﬁnger
independence needed for smooth, rapid changes between complex jazz chords in the context of important
progressions, such as ii-V-I. Develop your chops practicing exercises in the style of music you enjoy!

OPEN TUNING GUITAR LESSONS
TEACH YOURSELF HOW TO PLAY GUITAR (FREE VIDEO AVAILABLE)
LearnToPlayMusic.com Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy open tuning guitar lessons. ***Comes with online
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access to free guitar videos demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play
along.*** "I like the way it progresses through the tunings. A wonderfully clear and versatile book." - S. Norris, DE
Progressive Open Tunings for Guitar contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great guitar player - in one
easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of acoustic guitars and electric
guitars. Basic knowledge of how to read music and playing the guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play
guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play ﬁngerstyle guitar and how to play guitar with a pick • How to play
ﬁngerpicking guitar chords and drop tuning rhythm guitar strumming patterns • How to play guitar notes and guitar
scales used in lead guitar solos, riﬀs and licks • All the fundamental techniques of guitar playing including hammerons, pull-oﬀs, slides, bends, harmonics and string muting • Popular alternative tunings including dropped-D, droppedG and many open chord tunings • How to tune a guitar • Guitar tips and guitar tricks that every player should know
when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar practice sessions
Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step
easy guitar lessons written by a professional guitar teacher • Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read guitar
music, guitar chords and easy guitar tabs • 81 guitar exercises, guitar chord progressions, guitar riﬀs, guitar licks,
guitar solos and popular easy guitar music in blues guitar, folk guitar, jazz guitar and rock guitar styles Beginner
guitar lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the guitar, fast.
LearnToPlayMusic.com's open tuning guitar lessons are used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how
to play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar
lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We oﬀer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover many
diﬀerent instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education
resources.

JAZZ GUITAR HARMONY
TAKE THE MYSTERY OUT OF JAZZ HARMONY
Alfred Music Publishing This comprehensive study of harmony is a must for any guitarist interested in jazz. This book
explains the essentials of jazz harmony in a friendly, easy-to-understand manner. Learn about chord scales,
abbreviated voicings, extended harmonies, altered chords, substitutions and analyzing chord progressions. Other
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topics include ii-V-I progressions, the dominant cycle, "rhythm changes," clusters, quartal harmonies, working with
upper structures and much more. Finally, jazz harmony is demystiﬁed in one reliable and easy-to-read book.

THE REAL EASY BOOK
TUNES FOR BEGINNING IMPROVISERS : LEVEL 1
Sher Music Company The only fake book speciﬁcally designed for middle school or high school classroom use. It contains
over 40 simple, but classic, jazz tunes by Miles, McCoy Tyner, Sonny Rollins, etc. Each song is on a left-hand page, and
all the information that a band director would have to write out for his/her students is on the corresponding right-hand
page - sample piano voicings, bass lines, guitar diagrams, scales for soloing, etc. Saves the teacher countless hours of
prep work!
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